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Abstract

With the proliferation of multimedia group applications, multicast is
becoming increasingly important. We propose a core selection algorithm
to the core selection problem in Core-based multicast routing with QOS
requirements.we select the smaller set of cores from the set of candidate
cores such that the number of group members with satisfied end-to-end
QoS requirements is maximized. Simulation results show our algorithms
have features of well performance of less selected cores,and are feasible
and effective.
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1 Introduction

Multicast communication, the delivery of a data stream from a single source

to multiple destinations in a computer network, has received a great deal of

attention in recent years. Applications that use multicast communication in-

clude teleconferencing, computer-supported cooperative work, distributed in-

teractive simulation, distance education, distributed operating systems, and

distributed parallel processing. The growing importance of multicast commu-

nication in computer networking and telecommunications is demonstrated by
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the development and widespread use of the IP multicast and by the inclusion

of multicast services in standards for the ATM,MPLS networks[1].

A multipoint connection(MC) is a virtual topology, defined by routing table

entries and other state information within the network, that supports the

delivery of multicast data among multiple computers. The topology of an

MC is usually a tree, whose edges represent communication links. Routing

table entries, maintained at switching elements in the network, are used to

forward traffic destined for the group along branches of the tree. A multicast

protocol defines how the MC is established and maintained. A number of

multicast protocols have been proposed for use in the Internet, including the

DVMRP, MOSPF, CBT, and PIM.

In an important class of multicast protocols, called core-based forwarding

(CBF) protocols, a core node is associated with each multicast group. The

topology of the multicast tree, shared by the group, is defined to be the union

of the member-to-core shortest paths. Messages destined for the group are first

routed to the core node, from which they are distributed along tree branches to

group members. Prominent CBF multicast protocols include the Core-based

Tree (CBT)and the Protocol Independent Multicast-Sparse Mode (PIM-SM).

In multicast routing,the incorporation of a QoS guarantee is an important

issue, together with scalability and reliability. In general,existing core-based

multicast routing protocols construct only the shortest paths between the core

and members in a multicast group without taking into consideration the QoS.

If there is little variation in the QoS for different cores, random core selection

is sufficient. If, however, the variation is substantial, more sophisticated core

selection methods are required. Although various core selection algorithms

have been proposed, there are few algorithms that take the QoS constraints

into consideration[2].

Core-based routing provides a scalable multicast delivery to multi-sender

multicast applications since only one multicast data delivery tree rooted at

a single core is constructed per group regardless of the number of senders.

Data destined to the multicast group is routed towards the single core. The

core, then, distributes the data to all the group members via the multicast

tree. Existing core-based routing with QoS support has two major drawbacks.

First, it may be difficult for users who are group members to specify exact

values of the desired service quality as in the existing work. Second, routing

with a single core may not satisfy QoS requirements of many distributed group

members. As a result, the service can be seriously affected. For instance, a

video conference may not be worthwhile if important group members cannot

participate with their desired QoS requirements.
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Table 1: Example of end-to-end delay classes

To alleviate the first drawback, Putthividhya[3,4,5,6] introduce a novel ap-

plication level service class framework. In this framework, a multicast group

is associated with a set of pre-defined service classes. A group member se-

lects one of these service classes to indicate the desired service quality. Each

of the classes specifies a different bound of the same end-to-end QoS met-

ric such as delays or transmission bandwidth. The choices of the bounds for

the service classes and the number of service classes depend on the types of

applications. Table 1 shows possible end-to-end delay classes for virtual col-

laboration applications. Putthividhya’s application-level service classes differ

from network-level service classes in Differentiated Services and the reduced

service-set architecture. A network-level service class is transparent from users.

In the framework, a multicast application offers a user a set of service classes,

making it easier to select his/her desired service quality. To address the second

drawback, Putthividhya investigate the use of as many cores per group as nec-

essary in QoS core-based routing under the service class framework. Since core

selection is the first and necessary step for core-based routing.Putthividhya for-

mulate a new QoS core selection problem to select the smallest set of cores for

a multicast group that maximizes the number of group members with guaran-

teed end-to-end QoS requirements.

In this paper,we propose a core selection algorithm to the core selection

problem in Core-based routing with QOS requirements.we select the smallest

set of cores from the set of candidate cores such that the number of group

members with satisfied end-to-end QoS requirements is maximized.Hence, our

work is different from existing core selection algorithms that choose only a

single core per group [1,2,7] and those that use multiple cores per group without

QoS support [8,9].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose

core selection problem in core-based routing with the QOS requirements. In

Sections 3, we discuss our algorithms performances. Finally, we conclude our

work in Section 4.
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2 Core Selection with QoS Support

We first formulate a new QoS primary core selection problem and discuss

the solution to the problem. Next, we present our proposed core selection

algorithm.

2.1 Service Class Framework and QoS Core Selection

Problem

We revisit Table 1 showing four possible end-to-end delay classes for virtual

collaboration applications. Each class in the table specifies the upper bound

of the end-to-end delay guaranteed to the members requesting for that class.

Except for the best-effort class, the bounds specified in the rest of the service

classes are acceptable to users of virtual collaboration applications. For ex-

ample, the users requesting for the very short delay class expect to experience

the end- to-end delays of at most 66 ms. On the other hand, the requesting

users of the short delay class anticipate to experience at most 83 ms end-to-end

delay. Users who do not require a high degree of interactivity may choose the

class with a longer guaranteed end-to-end delay given a cheaper service fee as

an incentive. Users are either guaranteed the bounds of the requested service

classes or denied the service if re-negotiation for another service class is not

supported[3,4,5,6].

We define the following terms to be used throughout the paper. A member

router and a sender router are defined as a multicast-capable router designated

by a group member and a sender, respectively. One router acts as both types if

designated by both senders and group members. A member router subscribes

to all the service classes requesting by its designating group members. How-

ever, senders are not required to join the group. A member router j covers a

member router i subscribing to the service class c if the bound corresponding

to the class can be guaranteed when the member router i receives multicast

data from all the sender routers through the router j. In other words, the

router j is capable of being a core for the router i for this service class. The

set of member routers that subscribes to the service class c and is covered

by the member router j is called the class c covering set of j and denoted as

coverc(j). We focus on guaranteeing end-to-end QoS requirements along the

paths between sender routers and member routers. We assume that the QoS

requirements between a group member and its designated router are always

assured since they are typically on the same LAN.

Employing as many cores as necessary has two additional advantages. First,

they can be backups for each other should some cores fail. Second, when
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many routers simultaneously join the group, they can be directed to different

existing cores to prevent any core from becoming a hot spot. Nevertheless,

the advantages of using as many cores per group as necessary do not come for

free. The sender-to-core traffic increases proportionally to the number of cores

since each sender router has one unicast stream to each core. To minimize the

cost, we minimize the number of cores while maximizing the number of group

members with assured QoS requirements.

This work addresses the core selection problem, which is to find the network

node (i.e., a router) whose use as the core of the multicast group results in

the better multicast tree, with respect to one or more performance metrics.

Performance metrics of interest include network resource usage, end-to-end

delay for multicast packets, the time required for new members to join the

group, and network congestion. The core selection problem is related to the

well-known Steiner tree problem, in which a tree of minimum cost is sought

to connect a subset of vertices in a graph. In the core selection problem,

however, the multicast tree topology for a given group must be the union of

member-to-core shortest paths. As such, the topology of the tree is completely

determined by the selection of the core node and the distance metric used in

the underlying network routing protocol[1,2,7].

Let SC be the set of pre-determined service classes offered to a multicast

group. Let R be the set of all member routers of the multicast group. In

our study, all the member routers are eligible candidate cores of the multicast

group.

Problem Statement: Given the service class framework and coverc(j)∀C ∈
SC, ∀j ∈ R, select the smallest set of cores from the set of candidate cores such

that the number of group members with satisfied end-to-end QoS requirements

is maximized[3,4,5,6].

The problem statement cannot be formulated as an integer programming

problem since a member router may subscribe to more than one service classes.

A binary decision variable in an integer programming problem is inadequate

to identify which of the service classes a candidate core covers the member

router.

The problem statement and our solution can be generalized to work in an

environment in which pre-defined service classes are not available. In this case,

we treat the distinct QoS values specified by group members as the different

bounds of various service classes. The number of service classes is equal to the

number of the distinct QoS values. Hence, our solution is applicable without

any modification.

The set-covering problem [10] is polynomial-time reducible to our QoS core

selection problem. Hence, our problem is as hard as the set covering problem
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known to be NP-hard and is also NP-hard. Due to limited space, the proof is

shown in Reference [3].we propose a core selection algorithm to core selection

problem in Core-based routing with QOS requirements.we select the smallest

set of cores from the set of candidate cores such that the number of group

members with satisfied end-to-end QoS requirements is maximized.

2.2 QoS Core Selection Protocol

We present our core selection protocol for the core selection prblem dis-

cussed in Sections 2.2.

Step 1: Registration: Each member router submits to a pre-determined

bootstrap router the number of its designating group members in each service

class. The sender routers also register to the bootstrap router. The bootstrap

router unicasts the information received from all the member routers to every

sender router.

Step 2: Distributed Resource Reservation: Each sender router inde-

pendently finds end-to-end QoS guaranteed paths from itself to all the member

routers via each candidate core for every service class. This is per-formed us-

ing a modified QoS unicast routing protocol that reserves resources along the

paths.To prevent any single candidate core from becoming a hot spot, each

sender router works with the candidate cores in a random manner.

Step 3: Core Selection: Each sender router unicasts to the bootstrap

router the information about end-to-end QoS-guaranteed paths which have

been successfully constructed in Step 2. The bootstrap router determines the

final set of cores from the received path information as follows.

Step 3(a): Derive all the covering sets coverc(j), ∀j ∈ R and ∀c ∈ SC. A

member router mi is covered by a candidate core mj(mi ∈ coverc(j)) if a QoS-

guaranteed path from every sender router to mi via mj has been successfully

constructed in Step 2.

Step 3(b): We use a iterations according to practical situation no consider

the service class.

In ith iteration,at first the candidate core with the ith largest group mem-

bers is selected.Then if there is a tie, the candidate core with the largest group

members is selected. If there is still a tie, the candidate core with the lowest

ID derived from its IP address is chosen.

In the last section,we contract our algorithm with Putthividhya’s algorithm

and simulations result show our algorithm better than the Putthividhya’s.

Step 3(c): Invoke the core merging algorithm that determines the final

set of cores in two steps.

• Core Union: Union the set of cores of all the service classes.
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• Core Set Reduction: The selected core mi can be further removed from

the core set after the union if there exists another core mj that can cover all

the member routers in every class c covering set of mi,c ∈ SC. We also ensure

that each member router is assigned to only one core in this step.

Step 3 (d): The bootstrap router informs (i) all the sender routers about

the final core set of the group and (ii) the selected cores about the member

routers assigned to them and the corresponding path information.

After receiving the end-to-end path information from the bootstrap router,

each core determines the best core-to-end path to each of its assigned member

routers. A multicast tree rooted at the core is constructed using our new

multicast tree construction algorithm.

3 Performance Study

In the section,at first we give a example which have compared our algorithm

with CCSA[3,4,5,6],then the simulations show that our algorithm is better than

CCSA.

3.1 Examples comparison with CCSA

First,we give a example show that the selected cores in no considering

delay class situation is less than in considering delay class situation. Fig-

ure1(a),The A,B,C,D,E are the cores,and the number 1,2 refer the router de-

lay class.class 1 is tighter than class 2.Using CCSA algorithm,first consider

tighter delay class,so first select core B(or D) since its class 1 covering set is

the largest.Then the core D(or B) since its class 1 covering set is second.Now

consider class 2,select core A and E in same method.So CCSA algorithm needs

4 cores(B,D,A,E).In our algorithm,no consider delay class,so first select core

A(or E) since covering set is the largest.Then select E(or A),at last select core

C.Our algorithm need 3 core(A,E,C) fewer than CCSA.

Second,we give a example show that the selected cores in using the itera-

tions situation is less than in no using the iterations situation. Figure1(b),A,B,C

are the cores,and suppose the routers(blank circle) are in same delay class,so

in CCSA algorithm first select core B since its covering set is the largest.Then

core A and C.The CCSA algorithm need 3 core(B,A,C).When use our algo-

rithm,first iteration is the same as CCSA algorithm.In second iteration,first

select core A since its covering is second,then select core C.Second iteration

need 2 cores(A,C) fewer than CCSA.
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Fig 1.Examples comparison with CCSA

3.2 Performance comparison with CCSA

The our algorithms described in this paper has been tested on several

randomly generated networks based on the Waxman,s algorithm[11].In the

algorithm, n nodes are randomly distributed over a rectangular coordinate

grid.Each node is placed at a location with integer coordinates. The Euclidean

metric is then used to determine the distance between each pair of nodes.On

the other hand,edges are introduced between pairs of nodes u,v with a prob-

ability that depend on the distance between them. The edge probability is

given by P (u, v) = βexp(−d(u, v)/αL),where d(u, v) is the distance from node

u to v,L is the maximum distance between two nodes,and α and β are param-

eters in the range (0,1).Larger values of β result in graphs with higher edge

densities,while small values of α increase the density of short edges relative to

longer ones.

We investigate the performance of the our proposed heuristic algorithm

through computer simulations.Waxman,s method is employed to generate four

types networks,i.e,50-,75-,100-,125-nodes,each of which includes 10 instances.
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Fig 2.Performance comparison with CCSA

In Fig 2,we have compared our algorithm with CCSA(Putthividhya’s al-

gorithm),and our algorithm have three,five iterations in the performance, re-

spectively. From the figure we are easy found that our algorithms’s Average

numbers of selected cores are less than CCSA,and our algorithms’s Average

numbers of selected cores with five iterations is less than with three itera-

tions.This is show that our algorithms are better than CCSA,and our algo-

rithm with five iterations is better than our algorithm with three iterations.

In general,our algorithms have less selected cores performance and are feasible

and effective.
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4 Conclusion

For core selection problem in Core-based routing with QOS requirements,

we propose a core selection algorithm.We select the smallest set of cores from

the set of candidate cores such that the number of group members with sat-

isfied end-to-end QoS requirements is maximized. Simulation results show

our algorithms has features of well performance of less selected cores,and are

feasible and effective.
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